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Fire Vnofetioinis Pirevaleimt on Woo Campus
" by Doug Pinkham
"THERE WAS ONLY ONE EXIT FROM
WHERE WE LIVED. WE HAD TALKED
TO DWIGHT MOORE ABOUT THE
PROBLEM IN KENARDEN BECAUSE WE
. WERE CONCERNED. IT : WAS A
DANGEROUS SITUATION ... WE
EVENTUALLY HAD TO GO OUT AND
.BUY A ROPE TO ESCAPE IN CASE
THERE WAS A FIRE WE KEPT IT TIED
AROUND A BEDPOST IN THE ROOM. "
' ; --Barry Saltzman
'
'
.
;' 1976-7- 7 resident
' ' '
.
'
of Kenarden HaU
The College of Wooster is in violation of ;
several. Wooster fire code regualtions,.
including failure to provide safe access to
exits,, protection of vertical openings (exit'
stairways), and adequate travel distance to
exits. In addition, the , Wooster Fire .
Department has been unaware of certain
violations, since , official inspections of
v college buildings have been rare or, in some
cases, non-existen- t.
The WOOSTER ..VOICE interviewed.
- Captain Frank Kuntz of the.Wooster Fire
' 1 Department who admits that, "In all reality,,
we probably should inspect the College.
Maybe they're not aware of a lot of things we
would suggest..rWe've never been in a bt of
their dormitories. : ,; '- - -- .
The Fire Department makes suggestions
. about - when inspections should occur. ;
They should be yearly." says Kuntz. "The
American Insurance Association recom-
mends, in fact, that schools be checked four
.-
- times a year." According to" the city Fire
Inspectors' records, the , most -- recent ,
inspection took place December" 12, 1971,:
.when Chief Edward F. Schuch reinspected
the buildings that serve as supplementary
: .dormitories (small houses).: ,
In a letter to Edward Cerne, Director of
the Physical Plant, dated January 12, 1972,
Schuch notes that "a list of the buildings
reinspected is attached and shows if any'
violations are still present, Though most of
the' violations on the list have since been
"corrected, several still remain.
.
Small houses with violations noted in that
report or not inspected by the Department
include:. Scott Cottage, Kieffer House, and
Shearer House-a- ll of . which lack fire
escapes or two stairway exits from the
second floor. Cerne told the WOOSTER
VOICE he was unaware that the College
' had any fire code violations. Schuch, when
notified that the College had not corrected
aH
. violations from the reinspecrion, also
expressed surprise. '- -' : ; '
-
- Inspections of older College of Wooster
dorms, constructed :, before the Wooster
City Council adopted the present fire codes
in 1970, are not on reocrd in the Wooster
Fire Department files. -- "Even in the Thirties
and Forties, they used to walk through the
, College buildings to check for fire hazards.
Zjt nothing legal as far as. fire codes was
"used until 1970...Before then it was hit and
miss." savs Kuntz. v iv'
Though recently-buil- t doqnitories do
. follow.
.
the j National . Fire ..Protection,,;
Association's guidelines, NFPA regualtions
.
are designed to cover both new and existing
construction. Kenarden Hall, built in 1911, is
another example of apparent fire code
violations. Number 101, Section 11-423- 1 of
the NFPA Life Safety Code, (1970 edition)
states that: " "'.
,:
.
.
-- : "ANY DORMITORY NOT OTHER-
WISE OVERED UNDER 11-41- 11 AND 11-41- 12
(hotel classification and apartment
building classification.ED.) SHALL HAVE
EXITS SO ARRANGED THAT FROM
ANY SLEEPING ROOM OR - OPEN
DORMITORY SLEEPING AREA THERE
WILL BE ACCESS TO 2 SEPARATE AND
DISTINCT EXITS IN DIFFERENT
DIRECTIONS - WITH - NO COMMON
- PATH OF TRAVEL UNLESS THE ROOM
- OR SPACE IS SUBJECT TO OCCUPAN- -
continued on page 3 :
Scot Cottage is one campus house in question during fire code investigation. Photo by Mark Snyder,
T
i
-
t
r
I
Sole stairway providing unsafe escape from Kenarden third floor in violation of fire
code. Photo by Mark Snyder. : .
Copeland Starts Lecture
A symposium on the ideas and arts m
Europe during theyears from 1918-194- 0, the
years between the two world wars, is being
sponsored by the French and History
.departments. The symposium's title, "A
Lost Generation", is taken from Ernest
Hemingway's "A Moveable Feast". It will
consist of lectures beginning on January 17
and continuing on each successive Tuesday
until February 21, with the exception of a
social hour which will be held on January 24..
French Department Chairman Carolyn
Durham explained the symposium as a
"chance for faculty to explore areas of
research they might not otherwise explore.
We also want to promote a sense of
intellectual community, giving faculty and
students and chance to relate to other
people outside their own disciplines."
The symposium will begin at four o'clock
January 23rd with a lecture by College of
Wooster President Henry Copeland, who is .
also a historian. He will speak on the social
and political background of the time. There
will be discussion after all of the lectures
which --. will allow participants to ask
questions and contribute ideas.
The following week a social hour will be
held, which Professor Hayden Schilling sees
as a way "for a number of the faculty to get
to know students who we may not meet in
class but find that we have a great deal of
common interest in them." Students and
faculty are all invited to attend.
The January 31st lecture will be given by
' continued on page 7
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Code Violations
Should Be Corrected
Seven women students at Providence College in Rhode Island died, this past
December as an early morning fire swept through their dormitory. The
fourth-flo-or corridor of the building, covered with Christmas : decorations,
appeared to be the orgin of the tragedy; but perhaps the greatest tragedy was
'
: that the building was in violation of fire laws. The dormitory had no sprinkler
system and no outside fire escapes. Five of the women died from smoke
inhalation and the other two lost their lives as they tried to jump to safety from
their fourth-floo- r window.
According to the National Fire Protection Association, in a recent ten year
period there have been 175 reported fires in college dormitories. The result has --
been a loss of 63 lives and $17,000,000 in damages. - :
Of primary concern is not how the fires got started, though many could have
been avoided with proper maintenance and student conscientiousness. As ;
Factory Mutual emphasizes, "eliminating fire causes can only be a supplementary:
effort in protecting college dormitories against fire." What is most important is
how losses, both human and material, can be kept to a minimum.
--
' Factory Mutual recommends automatic sprinkler systems for existing buildings
of combustable construction. In all the college fires noted above, no students
living in dorms properly equipped with sprinkler systems were killed. The
sprinklers warn residents when a fire is starting up, they apply water immediately
to the flames, and are apt to lower the smoke level and cool the smoke enough to
permit people to remain in a building longer before they are rescued. V
' Though the costs of installing sprinklers in an existing structure are high, the
chance of needless tragedy may be lessened. For this reason, the College of
Wooster should investigate the possibility of installing sprinklers in all
dormitories. - V ; "- - .' ..
In College dwellings that were built before fire codes were instituted, a way
must be found to ensure adequate protection. The Administration does appear to
be concerned with student safety, but action must be taken immediately to
provide safe access to exits during a fire.
Chief Edward F. Schuch of the Wooster Fire Department told the WOOSTER
VOICE that three alternatives have been discussed in the case of Kenarden Hall:
11) the installation of a fire escape, 2) individual ladders outside windows and (3)
the closing off of the third floor to student housing. If a workable, second exit
route to the outside is soon to be installed, then that solution should be pursued;however, if the type of exit is still in the discussion stages, the third floor shouldbe closed off to students.
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HEAWN & SCVTM
,
TOO
. SAYS IT'S EASIER THAN FftYlN& THE UTILITY Bltf
Rpirk WitK Mnrnn 1 1 -- OOWWM.rn.MM. 4:AVAW11 ul i.Auv: ,
- Last week on these pages, the VOICfc
carried an interview with Daniel Schorr, ex-CB- S
reporter and critic of network
' broadcasting. One important point Schorr
made had to do with the direction television
news coverage is going. Local news
coverage; he said, is a consumer-oriente- d
business, and local stations, televise only
what TV viewers want to see. .;.
- As Schorr puts it, "Local stations are
getting worse and worse simply because
consumers want it worse and worse." The
trend is toward "happy talk"an informal,
almost vaudeyillian approach to news
reporting. In many cases, the content of the
six o'clock news is something much less
than news, something closer to cocktail
hour .with - the Burnsteins next door.
(Recently, a Cleveland weatherman used a
banana as a pointer and then gave, the
forecast in a poor Cary Grant imitation).
. Local stations have combined gimmickry
and sensationalism m presenting a product
that emphasizes the makeun mor than toIt is one thing to waive minor fire code violations because the danger is not script. We" all know what it looks like, butgreat and the financial costs are prohibitive. It is another matter altogether to ve V0" ever listened to exactly what is
permit students to live in a dormitory with only one wav out. being said? And how much worse can it get?
ruiiiwum.UA. ruRj now, irom ine i v--j
studios, this Action Camera Notue Omtor
aOOQOQOBOOOOOQDBQaBaQOBOOQQaoOBBULiithe complete nightly news show... With
I anchorman Jim Witchway and Dick Wright.
JIM: Good evening and welcome to Action
Camera News Center, the complete nightly
news show. Dick?
DICK: Thanks, Jim (cut to film of fire
ravaging home) Well, a westside family will
be in for a long, cold winter this year. An
early morning fire swept through their
home, completely destroying the first floor
and causing thousands of dollars in damage.
Here you can see Mr. and Mrs. Emil
Thornedike being led out of the burning
house by firemen...Boy, there's nothing like
a good fire, eh Jim? .
.
-
JIM: That's right, Dick. It can really add
spark to boring news day, can't it?
DICK: (laughs heartily) Oh, it sure can! Say.
speaking of fires, it looks like tomorrow just
may be warm enough to bring the old
barbecue out of the basement and grill a few
steaks for dinner. Let's check in with
Environmental Forecaster Mary Jane
Silver line to see what the Strato-Weath- er
Forecast is for Friday... .
MARY JANE: (on film, standing in the
bathing suit department of a downtown
clothing store) Thank you, Dick-.T- m
standing here in the bathing suit department
U of a downtown clothing store to show that
I the swimming season is almost over. But,
we might just get intone more dip in thebackyard pool if Indian summer holds
through tomorrow! m be back at 11:00 with
more news and the Strato-Weath- er
Forecast!"
.
-
JIM: Thanks, Mary Jane, (turns to camera)
In Washington today, the "President met
with Soviet, IsraeK and Arab negotiators to
work on a peace settlement for the Middle
: by Doug PinkhamFirst 1 As4ir nasi hiiv-- n a- - - w
" w.it, cauuwvc
restaurant m the city. --. ... ... ;
DICK: What restaurant was that, Jim?
JIM: To tell the truth. I don't lcnou. IV ir
There are some nice places to :n
Washington, though. And a lot of poo; v.
arent aware of them.
DICK: You know, Jim, you're absolute; ,
right. Why I can remember having the most
fantastic trout almondine at this seafood
diner about eight blocks from the Capital. --
JIM: (turns to camera) And ssiwakino of
trout, TV--9 Sportsman Fred Flycast has all
the latest news on Fall fishing in the tri -
FRED: (on film, standing knee-dee- p in rivep
mud) Hi folks! Fred Flycast here, and you're :
probably wondering why I m standing here
knee-dee- p in river mud. Well, this is just a '
right now. That's right, they're really bitingi;
oui nere-especi- auy rroui line rnis one (noids
up dead fish). . . TD be back at 11:00 with'
wrrm . AAfMH tfff , -
...w.. iivn uim any nvwil VOIIICia'VVUIIirI :( C rr:i.: r-- A r i .
-"--j:-i.ai.y-r-
iaiujia-rureca5i. oaCK 10
you, Dick! . ; - .
DICK: Thank you, Fred. Now let's take a
look at some faces in the news. . . Here's
Bob Hope, fanvd comedian, throwing a
golf ball out of the rough and onto the'
course at Pebble Beach. Hope, always the 1
comic, later said, Tve never been able to
play the fairway anyway." How "bout that,
' Jim? '- - . .
JIM: (chuckles) Fm afraid my game's not
much better. . And here's another face in
the news. Flipper, a trained dolphin and ,
once star of her own TV show, died today inC T""VP mm ; lit i j rt Ml iocui lmu ividrme wona. one u nave a
buna! at sea tomorrow, as was requested in --
the will. . . '
DICK: And while we're talking about legal
matters. Jim, here's TV--9 Action-Attorne- v
George Tort with something you should
know about omstrnvr laiuc '
GEORGE: fsittina in tho uitrttxec ctarvl at- -
city court with Bible in hand) Yes, Dick, the .
f ; - . . 1 , . . ntaw is an anpuiioin ana niiegral pan Oi ail
our lives. And that's why I'm sitting in the
witness stand at ritu rourt Knldinn a RIKlo
You see, many citizens don't know all their '
rights as consumers. . . And I do. That s why
Fm here-t- o tell you what to do when you
need consumer protection, ni be back at
11:00 with more consumer news and the
TV-- 9 exclusive Legal-Spiel-Foreca- st.
DICK: And finally we have time for one
last story. It happened in Phoenix, '
Arizona todau uhen a sortion of tho --ihj mac
mistakenly struck by a neutron bomb being --
tested by the Pentagon. Two-hundre- d and
nine persons died in the initial explosion that
ripped through the. . . (stops) Uh, oh. I guess
we're out of time," Jim. : . :
JIM: That's right, Dick! We are just about ,;f
out of time, (turns to camera) Thank you for
watching Action Camera News Center, the
complete nightly news show.
DICK: And well all be here tonight --and
OBBBBBBBBB BBaBBanBBBBBBBUHBBBBBUUUBOQOOBOC.J rfkut fJtVSi.1 mW n NeWS
.Cainnipiias M Need. inure
'
';'' continued from page 1 ,.: - ;.;
; CY BY NOT MORE THAN 10 PERSONS
'AND HAS A DOOR OPENING
DIRECTLY OUTSIDE OF THE BUILD-- :
ING AT STREET OR GROUND LEVEL?
OR TO AN OUTSIDE STAIRWAY IN
WHICH CASE 1 MEANS OF EXIT MAY
BE ACCEPTED." - V . - - V- - -
Residents of the third floor "lofts" in the
dorm have' one available exit - down a
central stairway in each loft area. M"
Section 11-42- 21 states in part that .
"EXITS SHALL BE SO ARRANGED
THAT IT WILL NOT BE NECESSARY:..
TO TRAVERSE MORE THAN A 1-STO- RY
FLIGHT OF INSIDE. UNENCLOSED .
STAIRS. "Kenarden third floor occupants '.
must traverse three levels of unenclosed
stairs.. ,- - v y ...".v '. , y '. ::
- Kuntz would not comment on whether ;
Kenarden ' Hall constitutes, a . fire- - code
violation since "I haven't been in the "
bufldmg." Schuch told the WOOSTER
-- VOICE that he went on a walking tour of
Holden Hall and Kenarden Hall over Winter .
break, and says that he"didn't find a great
deal wrong." . :
Why have inspections been lacking? "We
don't like to disrupt the whole procedure.; --
Making inspections in the school means
going through classrooms and so' forth.. J .
don't , know the College's feelings." says
Kuntz." ;yy :,.y :,;y : yy
They've requested far us to check things:
out and . to make arrangements . to go
through the dorms. 1 don't thing that was
ever done...They talked about doing it this
summer." The College does have a security
system, Kuntz emphasizes, "It's not : Jjjke-there- 's
no one in charge."'-.-"
The infrequency of inspections of the involved in complying with the regulations
College facilities and other large buildings in , may be too much for private businesses.
the city also seems to be attributed to the L "We could say we want every code to apply
shortage, of manpower in the Wooster Fire - to everyting, but that, would put industries
DenartmenL "We kist don t have the
manpowerThree years ago, we had thirty,
six people on our staff, then thirty-three,-the- n
thirty-on- e, and now it's back up to
-- thirty-three agian. -- Yet we had almost 2000
"? runs last year. The calls are going up, and
we're getting busier and busier."; Not too , floor, and you have no way out, you can't
. , . - i i a i a :1. . r i . , i r-- i v tlong ago, one station had to be temporarily
closed down because of the shortage of men
to operate it. ;.y . v... " -
The Fire Department . has three Fire
Inspectors, one on each shift. When
manpower is low, an inspector has to go out
with the regular fire-fighti- ng squad. "It's
almost impossible to do a big inspection job. that "we're
January 13, 1978, WOOSTER VOICE, Pa3 3
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It's a long way down from third floor Kenarden if stairway is blocked by fire. Photo by Mark Snyder.
Kuntz points out that "if you re on the third
sav let it (the fire code violation) go.'
- Dean of Students Ken Ptusquellec admits
that there are some fir e safety concerns, but
"we're trying to. come up with a solution. We
were investigating one particular solution
for . Kenarden,' but the building - design
presented a problem." Schuch reiterates
.
You go out, and then get called back to fill in something.
- for someone." ..,-.'- - '; v
The city of Wooster's attitude on they
shortage problem is one of "do what you
can, but don't worry about what you can't . '
do." says Kuntz. "The city says- - it's their .
business (how much manpower is enough).
We get caught short a lot" What about
state inspections of the College? "State ,
inspectors don't inspect the College. I don't
know why. They have the authority but they ;
don't. They probably don't have enough .
guys either." . ; ; y . , - " f '--. the - Wooster Fire Department and the
, A major reason for the lack of fire code College work closely together to improve
enforcement is .that the financial burden; fire safety.- - "The College is very: co
'out of business. You want to work won
them to work out a solution. But if there is a
definite hazard, it' should be corrected,"
When asked if a room on the third floor of a
dorm with only one exit is a definite hazard,
trying to ' come - up with
Tm not. sure whether, the structure is
feasible or not for a fire escape," says
Schuch. The College is also looking at
individual-typ- e ladders that would fasten to
the building-Anoth- er alternative would be
to eliminate students from those third floor
rooms, I don't see any way to' enclose the .'
stairway." According to Pkisquellec,. the
College hopes that sometime this year a
workable arrangement will be installed.'
Both Plusquellec and Schuch claim that
CAUSES OF FIRES: WHAT YOU CAN DO ;'- .- .y
Though the causes of fires are many, certain causes are more prevalent in college
dormitories. According to the NFPA, careless smoking accounts for about a quarter of the
college fires, misuse of electricity for 22, defective heating for 1 1, and 1 1 of the fires are
of a suspicious origin. Here are some tips, condensed from the NFPA publication Fire
Safety and the School Administrator, concerning the two major causes. ,.y
SMOKING SAFETY . y yy.-.y;- y ;;;"yyC- :- ':":":r':
Be sure you discard your cigarette only in a container where it can do no damage.
" Provide plenty of ashtrays if people smoke in your room (cigarettes place on the edge of
'
a study table that fall into a wastebasket are frequent causes of fres). - .r" ;
Restrict smoking to areas where it is safe to smoke v r
' '-
-:ELECTRICrTY USAGE ; . :
' Don't overload circuits by connecting too many applicances into the same wall or
"
"ceiling outlets. ''"' '.:-:- ; .- ---cy ;., ;:', '.
- Keep cords in safe locations- - places where they won't be walked upon, crushed by
furniture or doors, or stretched out regularity. The insulation will wear out and a fire
may result. --"; r?.:',:. ...';. 'c-'-- V. s-- y 1 .,"y--K-'--- '
Don't string cords ort nails, tie them back with wire.-o- r hang them over metal objects.
' Use only waterproof cords on floor areas that are wet-moppe- d ;
Replace cords which have deter!orard insulation V. ;: -- . ,. '?"
- Defective appliances may overheat and cimse fires. Have them repaired or, at the very
' '
, least, don't leave them plugged ?ry . ' s ' . y; ;:. " r - , - .
Use hotplates and.' -- cyrvi dt vs only on nonombustaHe surfaces.
'Remember, too. to b .'-- -' - ' candies in your dorm room. - -
operative, says Schuch. Plusqueuec states
that the College of Wooster maintains a
close working contact with the Fire Chief.
Kuntz' notes, however, that sometimes
communication between the two parties has
been poor. He points to one incident from
two years ago as an example.
On March 7, 1976, Captain Kuntz and
two other Fire Department men conducted
an investigation of Korner Klub, then a
College supplementary ; dormitory, in
response to a complaint about a foul-smelli- ng
odor in the building. After that
inspection and a follow up investigation two
days later failed to determine a cause for the
investigation y
He wrote in his report, however, that "to
provide the building with a high degree of
fire protection and its residents all sections
of the National Fire Protection Association
Life Safety Code Number 101, Section 11-- 4
should be adhered to in this structure." He
then crossed out the section on the report
' that reads "In my opinion the building can
safely be occupied as a student dormitory"
and did not sign the report. What bothers
Kuntz is that "no one came back here with
the statement. No one ever came back and
questioned what I crossed out."
: Schuch notes that the College has not
always ' been as receptive to the Fire
.Department as it is' now. "After the codes
were adopted, the College was rather
odor, Kuntz filed a report to the College in reluctant to have the Fire Department come
which, he related the nature of the in and point out defiencies. But now the
:
.
attitude has really changed.
Soup Arid Breaders Needed
The Wooster Voice this week presents
a special guest editorial by Lucille Teichert
of the Bread For the World Committee.,
Groups wishing to participate in our guest
editorial program should contact the Editor
at ext. 221. '
,
Out of 2000 students here, 372 have
signed up for the Soup and Bread program
this quarter. It seems that many people have
questions or misconceptions about or
disagreements with the program. Please
read and think through all of this.
In the Fall of 1975, a world concerns
group gathered here, and from it grew the
idea of a "Soup and Bread Meal." The
purpose of the once-a-wee- k meal was to put
some action behind concerns--t- o attempt to
identify with those who have less by havino
less ourselves,' and to join the campus
together in a commitment to ourselves and
others. ' lv
The. program began in Winter, 1976; and
has continued ever since. To date, we have
raised about $13,000 Last quarter alone,
540 participants raised $2139.50 in nine
weeks. Powerful.. - "
Because the OXFAM group has low
administration costs and its principles are
good, it was chosen as the recipient of
Wooster's Soup and Bread funds.
Oxfam began in England in 1942 as the
Oxford Committee for Famine Relief. Since
poorest areas of Africa, Asia, and Latin
America.
There are now five OXFAMs: America,
Australia, Belgium, Canada, ' and Great
Britain. Each works' autonomously while
sharing one field network made up of 30
.
regional field directors who are familiar with
the people and the problems of developing,
countries.-- .
They seek and encourage projects in
; which local people do the work, make the
decisions, and take charge of their own
development. The field directors
recommend to each OXFAM which
projects to support. OXFAM-Americ- a
emphasizes long-ter- m rural development
efforts. It neither seeks nor accepts
government funds, and because it has no
political or "religious affiliation, it is free to
support any program.
This, however, also means that the group
depends on people for its funds. ..people like
' US. '. .
Do we really know that our money arrives
where it is needed? Yes, yes. yes! OXFAM
shares with us as much as possible exactly
how our money is used.
The Jamalpur Women's Functional
Education Program in Bangladesh is an
' example of a program we have helped to
- fund. Such a women's program should not
be taken lightly, as it often is here. Perhaps
vou can qrasD its significance from this
then, it has gained a global reputation for ' quote from an OXFAM nroiect report:
innovative, yet realistic, development m the - continued rn noo 10 .
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NOW
: by Tracey DUa
"Equality of rights under the law shall not
be denied or abridged by the United States
or any other state on account of sex," reads
the proposed Equal Rights Amendment to
the United States Constitution. Despite the
simplicity of its wording, the amendment
has met with much recent criticism and is, at
the present time, in serious danger of failing
to achieve passing. '
The Wooster Chapter of the League of
Women Voters, in conjunction with the
local chapter of the National Organization
for Women, is organizing a major campaign
to pass the bill before its March 19 deadline.
The success of the amendment rests on
four major states: Florida, Illinois, North
Carolina, and Virginia. The most recent
ratification of the amendment in Indiana is
considered to be directly reflective of the
efforts of other state's NOW chapters that
campaigned in the Indiana area.
Eva Denevochek, recent delegate to the
Houston Women's Convention, spoke in
downtown Wooster to an opening meeting
sponsored NOW and the League. Ms.
Denevochek is the immediate past
president of the Ohio State NOW chapter,
as well as a pre-me- d student and the mother :
of twins. - -
Ms. Denevochek highlighted the events
of the convention, explaining the 26
resolutions that the group of over 2000
women passed and have since presented to
President Carter, giving him 120 days to
react. The resolutions range from issues
concerning minority women and sexual
freedom to provisions for handicapped
women and the auarantee of credit rights to
women.
By far the top priority for women today,
according to the conference's conclusions,
was the need for an all-encompass- ing Equal
Rights Amendment to the United States
Constitution. Thirty five states have ratified .
the amendment; thirty-eig- ht are required for
passage. Idaho, Nebraska, and Tennesee
have rescinded their support, but such
action is not considered legal
The targeted states of Illinois, North
Carolina, Florida and Virginia are important
because of their past performance on the
issue. Illinois has set for itself a 34 majority
in order for the amendment to pass the
leaislarure (this majority is considerably
higher than the majority required for normal
bills), and with the coming of a new mayor to
ine vrucago area, u nupeu uiai uie next
vote taken in the Illinois legislature will be
t I - - -lavoraoie. -
In Virginia, the ERA failed to be ratified by
one vote, and in Florida, by three (which
mysteriously changed from yes to no
overnight). In North Carolina, the passage
of the amendment seems a likelihood. ".
By far the most effective measure for the
passage of the amendment has been the
economic boycott
.
NOW has urged
supportive ERA groups to refuse to hold
conventions in the states which have yet to
ratify an amendment. In Florida and Illinois,
Open Forum
Judicial Board representative will be the
first . guests of the Open Forum Series
sponsored by Lowry Center Board's,
Speakers and Topics Committee.
. Wednesday January 18 at 8 pm inThe Pit,
Jay Burden, along with a faculty
representative, an administator, and two
other students, will answer questions about
the structure and function of what might be
described as one of the most mystical and
,
misunderstood campus cornmittes.
Open Forum was a success last quarter,
bringing students programs concerning
campus, local, state, national, and
international issues. The Speakers and
Topics Committee is planning more Open
Forums with interesting speakers on
pertinent topics.
One such program will be a question and
answer period on the proposed Panama
Canal treaties, which will be corning up on
February 14. .
lisS s ERA
this boycott has had particularly disastrous
' effects to those state's economies.
But despite the optimism, the fear that the
ERA will not make its March 1979 deadline
still exists, and many factions of the
women's movement are lobbying for an
extension. Using the argument that the time .
provision did not exist for the first 18
amendments to the Constitution, and citing
the enormity of the amendment's
implications as well as the number of times'
the amendment has been proposed (every
year since 1923), NOW, among others, is
hoping that the Congress will allow an
extension on the equal rights issue.
According to Ms. Denevochek, the ERA
would be a "clear enunciation of what we
Eve by". While there are five legal protective
clauses for women provided at the present --
time in the law (among them Title 9, Equal
Credit Opportunity, and Title 7), the
effectiveness of such acts is minimal. Title 7,
the act that provides for sick-pa- y leave for
pregnant women, has already been
succes fully challenged in a court of law.
Above all, an Equal Rights Amendment
would forever and clearly guarantee equal
rights for women. . v- -
Women's
The Women's Resource Center is
sponsoring a Women's Lecture Series for all
members of the Wooster College
Community and residents of Wooster and
surrounding areas during seven
consecutive weeks beginning Thursday,
January 19. The lectures will be given by
women faculty members from the
departments of Biology, Sociology, English,
Art, and Physical Education.
Women and men need to know more,
about women;- - women irv history, the
psychology of women, the roles women are
or are not expected to follow and why,
women in sports, women in literature,'
science and art. ; .
, Women also need to see, for themselves,
other women as role models. To help
accomplish : these goals, the Resource
Center is presenting the lecture series to
inform women as well as to help them
visualize alternatives which women faculty
members have chosen.
Through understanding what women
have faced in the past and to become aware
of the obstacles which have been faced by
others. : ; ' "
The lecture series will hopefully be of
assistance to women in helping both
themselves and others in the future.
The series will begin Thursday, January
19 in Room 119 of Lowry Center with a
lecture by Willa Nehlsen. Her 4:00 p.m.
lecture will focus on "A Scientist's View of
Women in Science.'
On Thursday, January 26,
.
Mary
Moynihan from the Sociology Department
will speak at 4:00 p.m. on "Girls, Games,
and Goals: The Role of Sports and
Extracurricular Activities in the Career.
Attainment Process of Women. Thzs lecture,
will also be presented in room 119 of Lowry
Center. ' - .:
Joanne Frye from the Department of
English discusses Feminism and Fiction at
4:00 p.m. in room 119 of Lowry Center on
Thursday, February 2.
.' Women in Art will be a two part lecture
series by Thalia Gouma-Peterso-n from the
Department of Art The series wifl be held at
4:00 p.m. at the Art Center Museum on
consecutive Thursdays, February 9 and
Thursday, February 16.
Thursday, February 23, Deborah Hflty
w31 prepare the campus for a full
appreciation of the work of Adrienne Rich
by presenting "Selected Poems by Adrienne
Rich: A Reading. Rich, a major
contemporary woman poet w3I visit the
College of Wooster campus on February 27
and 28. Hilty's lecture will be at 4:00 p.rn. in
room 119 of Lowry Center. ;
The Women's Resource Center will
zinc moMm --McMhe pay is como. '
3
I 5au bu, yer oirerc. count
onotA wnLe we MountAm slccp$.
Mourns m Rrs. :
yet vou Miy Not fcaeve it
Ofl MAH.W15 AlONC.BeUcVe'
all .SieenNQ WQmnow WAKE
Sponsored by WRC
conclude, this year's lecture series on Education. Room 119 in Lowry Center at
Thursday, March 2 with a lecture.by Maria 4:00 p.m. win again be the location for her
Sexton from the Department of -- Physical talk on "Women in Sports."
Women Will Speak in Lowry Pit
' Women speakers, including alumni will be
giving brief talks in the pit at Lowry Center .
during Career Day from 1:00 p.m. until 5:00
p.m. Some of the highlights will be a talk by
Susan Cirullo, a ; College of Wooster
Economies ' major' now attending the
University of Michigan Graduate School of
Business Administration.
,
u;
Susan, now president of the Organization
for the . Advancement of Women in
Management at the University of Michigan
win speak on: The Female MBA: Problems
and Opportunties and "Choosing the Right
Business School." ,
.
Ms. - Suzanne Hickey, a Systems
Engineering Manager for IBM Corporation
will speak on "Women Managers" while
: Beth Haverkamp, an Agency Planner for
Wayne County Community Action is
planning to speak on career alternatives, or
"There has to be Something in between an
MBA and Day Care!" --r .
- Pat Grutzmacher, a member of the
' Akron Symphony Orchestra will speak with
i students on careers.,, as professional
musicians. Ms. Grutzmacher is also a music '
. teacher at Wooster High School. She would
like to answer questions and help women
students understand and gain knowledge
: about becoming a member of a professional .
; symphony orchestra. --K :
' Susan Hancks from Action-Peac- e '
CorpsVista wfll speak to women about the
Development of -- Women in Developing
, Countries while Alberta Colclaser, a
Wooster alumni, plans a presentation of
women in the Foreign Service. . v..
.
Other topics wfll cover" women in the :
.
ministry, women in the world of financial
planning, women in public affairs, women in
banking and women in law.
Women's Career Options
Throughout the next two weeks, the
Women's Resource Center has an
increased - emphasis on life-wor- k
preparation ? for women attending the
College of Wooster which wfll culminate on
Saturday, January " 21 with a - Women's
Career Day. - - ....
To make the opportunity of a career day
more valuable, and in an effort to help .
women overcome traditional hesitations,
workshops have been provided to offer both
preparation and an awareness of the r
problems, issues, approaches and questions
useful for Career Day.
.
These workshops are aimed specifically
.
for the needs and concerns of women such
as the following: (1) assisting in realizing a
women's potential in : planning - and
determining her own future, (2) focusing the
thoughts of women on what they want for
themselves in all areas of life including
education, vocation and general life style,
and (3) aiding women in formulating a plan
for making decisions andcr accomplishing
goals. . -- .
These workshops wfll be administered for
women from the Resource Center, offering
an unprecedented and unique opportunity
on this campus for women. For underclass
women, these events are especially
important, - for now, ' not the year you
graduate, is the time to begin planning your
life. ; - -
WCWS Announces Programming
WCWS, 92 FM is back on the air.
' Broadcasting from 7 A.M. to 1 A.M.. the
station features a wide range of music,
jrw-- h llirul cm il a?9 wwlr (rlr mnA -- l:ecM-I
On Saturday afternoons from 1 P.M. until SQUarC DcUlCC Clllb
w araf . a -- jmv risuvpvuuui viabroadcasts are aired. Fighting Scot
basketball games and the OAC basketball
tournament wfll also be broadcast this
quarter. News is broadcast periodically
throughout the day.
Rock specials featuring a popular tpwup
are broadcast on Sunday evenings from 8
P.M. to 10 P.M.
The Square Dancing Club wfll continue to
meet each Tuesday night from 7 to 9 P.M. in
Douglass attic. The club offers participants
a chance to do a number of dances besides
squares and to meet local residents.
Seabury To Sing
Choir; Presents-Ha- y dn
by Lisa Vickery
This Sunday, January .it K: KS jm in
McGaw Chapel, The Wiiisit'r Concert
Choir, under the direction l D.ile Moore,
will open the 1978 conceit yt' wilh a
performance of Franz- - Joseph' Hiydns
oratorio, The Creation. '
. ,
J
.
In addition to the 115 students. I.tcultv
and community-member- s who comprise
the choir, three guest soloists ,md i full
orchestrawill particpate in llu" concert.-';- "
" This performance of The Creation, is a
city-wid- e event. There will be .in admission
charge of $3 for adults and $2 for students.
Even with, the due respect which must be
given to last year's performance of the
Poulenc Gloria and the other major works
that the'rhoir has done in the past, The
Creation is a piece of great magnitude. It
could easily be called one of the greasiest
oratorios of all time, as well as Haydn's
masterpiece. .'. '- -" ; '
The .Creation,; divided into . three
sections, opens with the - orchestral
"Representation of Chaos". From there it
moves on to individual choruses that paint
the picture of the creation story found in
Overweight?
.
Have you tried everything? Jogging, liquid
"diets, pills, low-carbohydr- ate
. diets, high
protein diets, grapefruit and egg diets.
You're still not happy with what you see in
the mirror-o- r you realize you're spending
,. more time in your generous-cu- t bib overalls
because your jeans are a little snug; maybe
.-
.- moving about isn't as. comfortable as you .
think it should be-you'-ve recently gained
' weight or you've always been a "chuberte".
-- often trouble over-weig- ht people.
Overweight is tied to our eating habits, our
- pattens of feelings - and life over
'
assertiveness and our self-identit- y.
Learning to loose weight is a very big step
toward self-actualizatio- n. Those nice ladies
. at Hygeia have developed a program to help
- you do just that Many students m the past
have realized for the first tone the joy
eating properly and shedding those ugly
' : pounds to normalize your weight. It works,
' it's pleasant and encouraging - not a diet --
some simple techniques to help you cope '.
- with the problems of eating at a college food
service, in restaurants, at Grandmothers
holiday table, at parties and etc. - .;
Hygeia, 4:00 P.M. Thursday youll enjoy --
the support of the group and the gentle
nudging of the nurses. Try it!
The Ram Died
. '- - -- .(CPS) --The Ram, a weekly campus paper at
Fordham University in New York, was --
forced to call it quits recently when money
ran out. ' - - 7
.
- One student donated $600 to publish one
four-pag- e issue but it appears as if that will
be the last of the Ram, ending a 59-ye- ar
record. - '- -.-; '- -".;.
The Ram incurred a $7000 debt from the
last four years. The Student Activity Budget
Committee which exhausted its $62,000
student activity budget, was forced to
suspend all money to clubs which had
overspent their allotment. The budget is
financed by a $15-a-semest- er student fee.
The problem for the Ram was that --
advertising money simply did not arrive.
The Ram was owed $3800 in advertising.
The Ram's demise appeared strictly to be
financial. In its prime, it collected the
designation of the best newspaper in the
northeast last spring from Sigma Delta Chi, --
the society of professional journalists. But
that offered little comfort to editor-in-chie- f
Charles Kelly who sid. "More and more, I
think the attitude of the univeiaity to
suppress news." "
.
.
T
- ,
Genesis. The third section of the work goes
on to recount the story of Adam and Eve in
the Garden of Eden. .
The main narrations of . the story is
accomplished through the three soloists
who portray the angels Gabriel, Uriel, and
; Raphael. Mary JJutcher; soprano. Richard
Miller; tenor and John :. Seabury;;' bass
baritone, will be singing those solo parts,
respectively. : , '
. ; ;'.
; Mary Butcher, who is familiar toall on the
Wooster campus, has taken advanced
study in music from New York to Austria.
, Richard Miller, a music professor at Oberlin
College, has appeared with the Cleveland
Orchestra as well as with many " opera
companies, including those of Zurich and
San Francisco. -
Since. John Seabury 's graduation from1
Wooster in 1968, he has done graduate
music .study with Dale Moore at Southern
Illinois University and has worked with the
Julliard and Central City operas in New
York City. He has also
.traveled abroad
doing extensive singing in Switzerland and
Germany.
.
.... ,
Performance costs of a., work of the ,
caliber of The Creation forced the music ?department to charge admission. ;
.
The costs incurred in bringing outside
soloists and orchestra members required to
augment the group to the appropriate size
called for additional funding. Neither the .
music department nor the college have any
money-makin- g endeavors in mind. Fine
music, at any rate, is priceless. r
(CPS)--Foo- d gives us energy; energy gives US.
ThererrHrftoendangeryouThealth m"r TJr K:; ..k . a-- : or rTLM. .w, Astributed, viable .means of, ejergy use
embarrassment and self-consciousn- ess that
- Fifteen calories of energy are required to
put vorw calorie of food on the. table,
mustr-- be;: --devekDed -- according 'io-- the s according" to"" Agriculture SeC. - Bob
American Freedom from Hunger
Foundation, v- - ; "
- In 1976 a mind-bogglin- g three quadrillion
kilocalories of energy--7- 5 percent derived
from oil and natural gas-we- re used to
produce, transport, process, package,
market, prepare and dispose of food in the
Bergland.
Fuel energy has almost totally replaced
human labor in US food production, but
while it is the most productive agriculture in
the world from labor standpoint, it is the
least productive in terms of energy.
According to Worldwatch Institute if the
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Dave Hagelin and Paula Morris check out the price at last week's Westminster
cottage used book sale. Photo by Mark Snyder.
UiSlDiet Is Wasting Energy!!
..AMERICANS EACH PAT
3 IDS. OF SUSAR
EERV VEARMucH
Or fT ihJ T0CQ,
An exhibit featuring work in a variety of
media is on display in the Art Center.
Museum through February 5.
Paintings and prints by Phyllis Sloane of
Cleveland are being shown in the upper
gallery. Her -- work includes individual
portraits, mostly of women, and portrayals
of encounters between women. Many of her
works are for sale.
The "Wood, Glass, Metal, and Fibers-exhibi- t
is a showcase for furniture, jewelry,
enamels, weaving, and glass. Artists
represented include Wooster graduates
1 1
Multi-Medi- a Art Show Appears At Museum
Marcia MacDonald, Tim McCreight, and
Nancy Riggs. -
Other artists, mostly from Northeastern
Ohio, include Chuck Evans, James Frape,
Charles- - Jeffery, James Remington, Drew
Smith, and Russell O'Brien.
The work of David and Shereen La Plantz
of Kent is perhaps the exhibit's most
unusual display. His jewelry is fashioned
from "junk," while her baskets are designed .
from plaited Daoer.
borne of these Hems will be on sale as
well.. 7
world followed US diet and production
methods it would consume 80 percent of the
world energy budget.'1 -
"
' Meanwhile the US has' exported the so-calle- d
green revolution technology to
developing countries--- a technology that is
capital intensive and highly dependent on
petroleum' as both power source and raw
materials.
Obviously, these are the very countries
. least able to afford petroleum given the
current market and future shortaoe
predictions.
In light of the energy crunch the American
Freedom from Hunger Foundation
advocates self-sufficien- t, low energy, labor-intensiv- e
farming technique, such as are
used in organic agriculture.
Of all energy consumed in the US, over 15
percent is used in the food system, but only
one-fift- h of that in actual food production.
The rest " is used in transportation,
processing, marketing and the like.
There are literally hundreds of ways
energy can be conserved to bring about a
more productive food system that will feed
rather than tax the global village.
IN THE HOME
grow your own fruit and vegetables
learn which foods are in season when,
and can or freeze fresh produce
increase bulk and unpackaged food
purchases to avoid excessive packaging
buy beverages in returnable bottles
avoid frost-fre- e refrigerators
A .acnoose sugntiy or non process"
foods over heavily processed
Exxl is wKat's led after
nu. tAKe asflav the .
T 7 I
A tfxfUJ( MrMy
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-' We've waited so many years to get a
union that we can wait a while longer to get a
: contract. Even without a contract, we have
it better in there today than we've even had
it before. At least now we have a say-s- o
about our jobs, and the bossman knows the
unionH have something to say about it if he
-- jumps all over our backs."" --Maurine
Hedgepeth, JP Stevens worker. Fired, 1965,
for union activity. Rehired, 1969, by court
order. -- '
The wait began in the 1920s with the first
of many organizing drives by unions into the
south. The latest drive began in 1963 into
the 85 textile factories of JP Stevens by the
Amalgamated Clothing and Textile
Workers Union, (ACRWU). AFL-CI- O.
After 11 years of organizing, workers won'
their first victory in 1974 when seven JP --
Stevens cotton mills in Roanoke Rapids, N.
Carolina voted to go union. Three years
later, they are still waiting for their first
contract.
The story of JP Stevens, second largest
textile manufacturer in the US, is not an
isolated case in the : South. Stevens,
.producers of linerns, hosiery, towels, rugs,
and other textiles, began operations in the
North. Since the post WW II era, operations
were moved to the southern states to
escape rising production costs and strong
union protection of employees. The South
attracted companies like JP Stevens with a
low cost of living scale, right to work laws,
low city and state taxes, and a large pool of '
non-unionize- d, unskilled labor. The '
southern attraction for companies interpret
into the lowest salaries and per capita
revenue for social services in the US and
lack of avenues for workers to protect
themselves from industrial accidents, lack
of pension plans and job security.
Toothless legislation has allowed JP
Stevens to fire employees who "talk union",
ban literature on company property, and
other wise intimidate workers. Thethreat to
close ' down factories and relocate is
constant. The company already closed their
Henderson; NC plant after it voted to go
union. -
As with the Roanoke Rapids victory,
companies can bargain a union to death
over contract negotiations. The company
$40
; refuses to OK a dues check-of- f system,
common to 90 percent of union contracts.
.Despite numerious court rulings against
Stevens . brought by : theNLRB, , the
company has found it more profitable to pay
' the fines - imposed ' by the -- courts for
- bargaining in bad faith than tOTecognize the
union. j :
Because the company can easily transfer
production to other . factories, a boycott
instead of a strike has been called by the
AFL-CI- O. --The AFL-CI- O believes it is the
- only way to make the company bargain in
good faith. Labor history has shown that
industry will listen to workers only when it's
cheaper than fighting. ' : , . '': --.
Public response to boycotts have been
effective in the last ten years, notably in the
cases of UFW, Farah, and Coors. Many
segments of the public identigy with the
issues of social justice . inherent in the
struggles. For JP Stevens, discrimination
against blacks and women, brown king
disease and unmet safety regulations have
become as much an issue as pensions
health benefits, and cost of living raiser.
The boycott has been difficult to organize
around due to the numerous brand names
JP Stevens products are sold under. So far
130 major stores, mainly in the East, have
cancelled orders. The AFL-CI- O is ;
approaching state purchasing offices to
cancel . future orders with the textile
company. -- ; - ' v.; ''. "
Court action has proven to be a catch-2- 2.
While rulings are won, de facto results are
nearly nil, not to mention the years involved
for cases to wind their way through the
justice system. The first judgement the
court rendered against the company was in
1967, and it was in August of this year that'
results were finally seen. Then a .Second
Court Appeals found Stevens in contempt ;
of court. The company will be fined $100,000
each time it fails to live up to the terms of an
earlier contempt' citation and.wifl be
assessed an additional $5,000 for every day
the violation continued. The three-judg- e
panel, acting at the request of the NLRB
also ordered Stevens to pay full court costs
and all other expenses related to the
proceedings. ' '"' . -
Revisions in the Federal labor laws,
REFRIGERATOR
FOR SALE!
Cell Greg, Ext. 221
Store Hours: Mon. thru Thur. 9:30 to 5:30
Friday and Saturday Nights Till 9
COMPLETE STOCKS
OF : ;. Y-- :
WIen's & Women's
Clothing i
and
is
Including cotton denim flares with button front
or zipper styles. "
Good Merchandise
- Our Business and Pleasure Since 1879 --
r. Public Square, Wootter, Ohio-- , . -
jg
effective in 1978, promises a new round of
litigation but also hope that Stevens will
begin to bargain in earnest The law requires
.. workers . who have been : fired ' be
f immediately reinstated and allowed to vote'
at union representation elections, even if the
company
.
balks-- , at rehiring. Contract --
negotiations must begin 15 days after a pro-v-.
union vote (up to 75 days for some cases.)"
JP STEVENS BOYCOTT LIST "
SHEETS ANDL PILLOWCASES: Beauti-Blen- d,
Beauticale, Fine Arts, Mohawk,.
Peanuts, Tastemaker, Utica. ; ' , 1
TOWELS: Fine Arts, Tastemaker, Utica --
CARPETS: Contender,' Gulistan, Merry-weathe- r,
Tastemaker.
.
'
BLANKETS: Baby Stevens, Forstmann,
TABLE LDNEN: Simtex --SYN- THETICS
AND BLEND FABRICS:
Blen Tempo, Carousel, Coachman,Consort, Gesture, Lady Consort,
Linebacker, 20 Below, Weftamatic,
THGflTER
f
ACTWU organizers and Stevens
workers expect the fight against Stevens to
last many more years. Many factories have
yet to hold elections The first contract,
after 14 years of organizing, has not been
signed. .Their perspective is broad, though.,
They know they are laying the groundwork
for trie rest of the South. As goes Stevens,
so goes the South.' .; ' v -- . .;
Products To Boycott
Windsheer. "v ' ."' ': -- " . .: " ' -- ' .
WOOLEN AND WORSTED FABRICS: --"
BoIdeena;Forstmann, Hockanum, --
Worumbo. ' 1 . .: : ' ' ""-.--'- -i
COTTON FABRICS: Academy Ladyl:
Twist Twill, Twist TwilL
.
V " ;- - '"J"--
WOMEN'S HOSIERY: Big Mama, Finesse,
Hip-let- s, Spirits ., '.
"' This is a partial listing. Other products are'
recognized through the company's address
on the label: 1 185 Avenue of the Americans
New York City. For further information,
contact the" ACTWU: 15 Union Square,
'NY, NY 10003. ' .." ;,
NIGHTLY 7:00 &9:00
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ACROSS
17 Part-O- T Oliver nar
dy phrase (3 wds,)
- on tim Yt.
Grace's Wine ;
--
' Shoppe ';;
248 wl Norlh Slreet
262-586- 6
48
1 Sunmlt - - i; - V
.5 Highball ingredient 51
10 "Look 1" . 52
14 Blunder --,'.-- ."- - 53
15 grudge (show 56
111 will).
.
'
16 Mother of the gods ; 60
21 Part of BPOE (abbr) 62
22 Vane direction .
23 station
24 Abbess
26 Ornamental metalt
: works -
28 Cecil B. OeMllle
classic "The
;. 33 Finishes ; ..' .
.. 34 sauce --i.
35 1970 academy-awa- rd
' winning movie ;
7 36 Greek letters -
37 Tub v-.v-- ,".;. :
38 Grecian
39 Greek letter : -
40 Hit, as a golf ball
42 Rock. . -
43 Sandarac tree
44 1964 movie, " - 9
'
-
47
--
.cirr-.
West Point
-- :..
freshmen ,10
"If ' I Would
Leave You"
Street, for short
Ending for profit
Part of TNT . :r
61 novelist Charles
63
64
65
2
Penny ".
Biblical place
Pigpens ;
Greek letters
- DOWN
--
I
17010-lVID- -
.
S2QVICE
- - TAKES YOU 1
n
Claire, Wise. 18
The quality of tend-1- 9
ina to aet smaller. 25
Playwright Elmer y
12
13
26
27
28
29; 30
; 31
."' 32
.
38
41
Moslem officials .
Ice-crea- m container 42
Maugham tale, "The 43
- 45
..
- 46Newt
Two pro football
teams (4 wds;) -- '',
Dutch money --
Vletcong Insurgent
- nmnn f abbr. 1 ':. : "
49
50
52
54
.1d toddle. home 55Safely and bed"57
Cnnri nrotected front -
spoilager (2 wds.) 58
Presidential candl- - --
date of s6ng, and ;
family (2 wds.)
Costa ;.
chair . . . .
sapiens --
Side show attraction ";
Game show hosts
Negative vote
Voided tennis play r
Shows a propensity
Get used to .
Bon
Demolish, as a car .
Catch -- 2 : ;:-- . fThlrt layer of fine "
wood -
Actress Mary
Miss Harper, for
'
short : - :
Shouts of surprise
Chemical suffix
Three lines of verse
Ellington vocalist.
Siesta
Anaerson
"fcnUc little
Something to fill
Something to turn
Italian wine dty
Exploits
Philadelphia TV
channel
Siamese (var.) .
ABORTION Up thru 14 Weeks
Safe'and Gemle
Akron's Most Experienced
Clinic r" ; '.-- , .
Free Pregnancy Tests and
Sympathetic Counseling
Lowest Fees . . :
Personalized and Confidential
AKRON WOMEN'S CLINIC
513 W. Market 5t: . .
Call Col'ect 0-536-6- 178
Magazines
CITY
NEWS
Greeting Cards &
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S. Market ;
252-515- 1
- Newspapers
f norm Center Board is lookinq for leaders.
As a sponsor of a wide variety of campus
events, LCB needs responsible, committed
people to keep the organization working
together and running smoothly.
The Chairperson and Assistant Co-chairperso- ns
of Programming, along with
heads of individual committees, determine
the goals and purposes of the Board, and
then seek ways of realizing them.
Sound like a big job? It is. Being a
chairperson or cohairperson requires
time, effort, and endurance; but there are
personal benefits, too.
As a leader of LCB, a person becomes
more aware of what's inside himself and how
he relates to other people. "One of the most
important factors for me," explains Rick
Bardine, present LCB Chairperson, "is the
sensitivity one develops for the needs of
people around him." Ricksees Lowry Center
Board as an important segment of the
campus, and being involved with LCB has
allowed him to feel like he's doing something
worthwhile for the campus.
- There is room for flexibility in these
; continued from page 1
Carolyn IXirham who will speak on
"Surrealism" She will emphasize "...the
surrealist's' attack on reason and
contemporary society, and in their
conception of ' language." Surrealism
became a political, ideological, and artistic
movement of international scope and its
influence is still felt.,
; Henry Herring of the English Department
wifl speak on "Americans In Paris", and will
explore the reasons why some Americans
such as Ernest Hemingway and T.S. Elliot
for a time preferred European society to
their own. He will "...assess the significant
intellectual ani artistic ideas that they
contributed to these years-ide- as and
experiments that influenced our notions of
the use of images in literature, our
conceptions of the possibilities of literary
form, and our understanding of the role of
language in literary works "- -'
language in literary wo:
--
i" The c topic of Phii.--Mrh- y Professor
Richard Bell's talk will i t "Wittgenstein's
Tractatus" and the S' -- iriMl' World". He
will "...trace some linn4 ;. development
' between the wars that U' us .,n the "limits of
language" and the impossiblity of broaching
those limits, and how new alternatives in art
literature, and religion arose as desperate
attempts to "thrust up against those limits"
Smoke Shop
and find creative forms tor expressing me
inexpressable." -
The final lecture on February 21 will be
given by Joel Wilkinson of the Department
of Russian, and is titled "On the Left."
Eesiders
positions, and opportunities exist for
working out new ideas. At the same time,
there are specific duties assigned to each
position. ' . .:
The chairperson coordinates all
programming which comes out of LCB and
serves as a liaison to SGA, Campus
Council, various committees, the faculty,
and the administration of the college.
,
Co-chairperso- ns share the responsibility
of coordinating more specifically the
programming of a number of committees:
Art, Black Forum, Student Entertainment
Center, Concerts, Films, Outdoor
Recreation, Publicity, Record Co-o- p,
Special Events and Interests, Speakers and
Topics, and Travel.
Each of the jobs is a challenge, but not
without rewards. If one of these positions
seems to offer a challenge which you would
like to accept, pick up an application at the
Director's Office (across from room 119) in
Lowry Center, then complete and return it
by Wednesday, Jan. 18. Interviews will be
conducted Jan. 21 and 22-br- ing your ideas
for programming!
Symposium Begins Tuesday
He will discuss the activity and fate of the
Russian literary avant-gard- e in the period
from 1918-194- 0. His main discussion will
focus on "the high-qualit- y of literature and
literary criticism produced in the Soviet
Union during the 1920's and how, in the
1930's, many writers were forced either to
become propaganda "engineers" for Stalin's
socialist construction or to write and speak
clandestinely"on the left" as Russian slang
puts it." He believes that Americans and
Europeans have not fully realized the "high
quality of Russian literature" and that it Is
"uncomfortunate that they are now only
superficially familiar with the large number
. of works available in .translation during the
1960 and 1970V
The symposium is similar to the "Banquet
Years" symposium held last year by these
same two departments. There was an
average of 20-4-0 people throughout the
series; but the sponsors of. this year's
symposium forsee a larger group, partly
since the period being discussed is of more
recent history.. '
BEALL AVE
' ' ECON-O-WAS- H
(Jut North of th Coliag)
24 Hour Coin-O- p Laundry
; Dry Cleaning 8 - 4:15
WOOSTER FISH
. .0p Sa Foods
featuring...
, lobster , -
' catfish - .-- shrimp
: frog legs
turbot J
Oysters
scallops
BBQribs '
,
RESTAURANT
and ;
RETAIL FRESH FISH
262-883- 1
230 N. Buckeye
Flair Travel
Consultant
346 E. BOWMAN ST.
For Your
Convenience
Just off the College
Campus - For ALL
Your Travel Inquiries
and Needs,
CALL
264-650- 5
. i i t ' 1 1 :
t'"1
.
J?.
1
-
' ;--
.
: 3
1 I
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CubanLeft--' Influence Rising In Caribbean
. By John Markoff
Pacific News Service
John Markoff is a freelance writer and
.
frequent contributor to PNS specializing in
military affairs.
Growing unrest and rising Cuban
influence in the Caribbean are once again
raising the spectre of United States military-interventio- n
there.
U.S. policy makers, who have long
ignored that area of the world in favor of
Asian, European and Mideastern concerns,
now realize that American could be
confronted by "two, three...many Cubas."
Former CIA Director William Colby told
the Congressional Conference on National
Security, held earlier this year in
Washington, that threats to U.S. security
exist directly to our south. He called the
Caribbean a "cesspool of corruption,
poverty and overpopulation. "
Mexico will also become a major threat,
Colby said, because of the poverty of its
population.
. Leaders like Colby contend that the way
to avert crises is to strengthen the
international alliance of major capitalist
power and promote development and
stability in the Third World. But previous
U.S. intervention in the Caribbean, where,
American business investment totals $7
billion, has demonstrated the U.S. is
prepared to use force when necessary. -
Pentagon officials are now analyzing
possible military responses to political
unrest in the oil and bauxite-ric- h Caribbean
region. One study the Pentagon is now
conducting deals with the kind of military
force that would be necessary to protect the
Panama Canal against guerrilla 'attack.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff are on record in
support of the proposed Panama Canal
Treaty because they feel that such a treaty
will make military defense of the canal
easier. ' . . - -
. However, recent congressional
testimony led to a rare display of public
disagreement within the military when Adm.
Thomas Moorer, former chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff and a vocal opponent of
the Panama Canal Treaty, testified before
Congress that the treaty would quickly lead
to a "Soviet andor a Cuban presence" in
the country of Panama.
High-rankin- g officers believe at least
100,000 soldiers would be needed to defend
the canal against a 10,000-ma- n force of
guerrillas -- but even that might not be
.
enough. An army officer recently told a U.S.;
newsweekly that the "jungles of Panama
.could easily swallow up 100,000 GIs."
Most U.S. military officials believe that
keeping the Panama Canal open in the face
of a concentrated guerrilla attack would be
virtually impossible.
.
STRATEGIC TRIANGLE :
An imaginary triangle drawn from ,
Guantanamo, America's huge Cuban naval
base, south to the Canal Zone and back to
Roosevelt Roads in Puerto Rico demarcates
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
I 1
January 9
January 10
January 11
LIFE PLANNING WORKSHOPS
Sunday January 15 :
DECISION MAKING WORKSHOPS
Saturday --. January 21
Bibs Only $14.99
Threads Liberated
150 N. Walnut ;
a powerful U.S. military network. But along
. with Panama, it also runs through several of
Washington's other political headaches-Cub- a,
Jamaica and Puerto Rico.
These nations, along with a number of
smaller countries, represent what has
become a leftward rush in the Caribbean in
recent years. " V ," ,
,Cuban influence in the region, due in part
to Castro's demonstrated success, is on the
rise. Castro recently toured Jamaica in a
move that symbolizes Cuba's strengthened
ties with other Caribbean nations." : ?
Carter Administration officials are
viewing the 1 Caribbean with , growinq
concern. : ' ; . - . ''' .:
- Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-Americ- an
Affairs, Terence Todman,
recently told the House International
Relations Committee that "I do not believe
this new 'security' concern is a chimera. If
7:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. :
7.-0-0 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
i.OO pjn. --to 5:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
764 Pittsburgh ; T
'
' Avenue : r - ; '.
"The Pizza with the Big Secret!
, Made to Order - Cheese, Pepperoni, Sausage,
; Mushroom. Anchovies. Peppers. Onions
'Unbaked pizza to go
Also Serving Italian American Foods
WELCOME TO W003TER I
Come See Us: . ' .
Weekdays-5p- . m.-la.- m.
Fri. Sat-5p.m.-2a.- m.
Sunday Carry-Ou- t Only 5-1-2. Closed Tues.
; LET THE MEN OF WISDOM SPEAK
If we lose our respect for any part of life, we will lose our
respect for all of life. --
- ; - ALBERT SCHWEITZER
J ABORTION FACTS ;
The most distinguished scientific meeting of the last decade, the First
International Conference on Abortion, 1 967. decided the question of when
human life begins. These eminent biochemists, professors of obstetrics end
gynecology, end geneticists could find "no point in time between the union of
the sperm end egg, or at least the blastocyst stage and the birth of the infant, at
which point we could we say this is not a human lifeThe changes occuring
between implantation, a six weeks embryo, a six month fetus, a one week old
child, and a mature adult are merely stages of development end maturation.
ABORTION TAKES HUMAN LIFE I U .
v';': ' : Advertisement
- Presented by Wayne County Richt to Life
the present adverse trends in the region
continue, and we take no effective action, I
think we can-cou- nt on unfortunatedevelopments." . " .
U.S. strategists also worry about possible
Soviet influence in the region. Writing in the
Spring 1976 issue of the Strategic Review,:
Adm. Moorer and Dr. Alvin Cottrell,
research director of Washington's
influential Center for Strategic and
International Studies, predict that "in the
next two decades the Soviet naval presence
in the Caribbean and South America is likely
to become stronger." ---
This naval presence "would be designed
to add muscle to Soviet diplomacy and trade
ambitions and to enhance the influence and
effectiveness of anti-Americ- a forces."
V To counter unrest and outside influences,
21,000 U.S-
-
troops are based in the
Caribbean triangle. They run the gamut of
.
- continued on page' 9
WOMEN'S CAREER DAY SATURDAY, JANUARY 21,1978
"DARE TO BE GREAT"
KEY ACTIVITIES
RESUME WRITING and INTERVIEW TECHNIQUE WORKSHOPS Saturday
CAREER DAY:
January 21 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
WISHART HALL and LOWRY CENTER
9:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
Individual student interviews with prospective employers
LOWRY STUDENT CENTER, Main Floor -
1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. --
Booths, displays. Visual Aids, General Information
..All Corporations
AD women at The College of Wooster -
LOWRY STUDENT CENTER, Lower Floor '
1:00 p.m. to 5.-0-0 p.m. " . '
Graduate School Information Activities '
Graduate School Interviews
All Women at The Coflege of Wooster
Sign-u- p sheets for ALL WORKSHOPS and INTERVIEWS are posted on the bulletin board next to the C PFS
"office on the lower floor of Lowry Center!
WANTED TO BUY
Used Refrigerator
Ext. 509 Box 1967
Ask for John S. or Scott J. I
PERRY
OPTICAL
TO SEE BETTE- R-
SEE PERRY OPTICAL00COUPLETS KIY CLASSES
- urw FRAiIZS
7 NEW LENSES v
prsscr:ptjch
sunglasses - ,
lenses duplicated
PROMPT REPAIRS
SENSIBLE PRICES
pnsccnipfioris
,c':--FIUE- P
SC3EASTU-ZnT- Y
U.F.W. Film To Bs Shown
' The Wooster Support Committee of the
United Farm Workers of America is
- sponsoring the film "Day Without
Sunshine" to be shown in Mateer
Auditorium on Wednesday, January 18th at
.8 p.nv. ' ;:i
.-;.-
-..-
All students and members of the Wooster
community are invited to see this Public
Broadcast . Service (PBS) documentary,
which first aired over public television in
1976 shows the plight of the farm worker.
The committee's purpose in showing this
film is to call people's attention to who is
picking their fruit and the conditions under
which they live, and to tell how we as
citizens removed from the lives of migrant
workers can build a partnership with them
to fight the injustices that continue to exist
in the fields where our fruit and vegetables
are grown. ' .. '
The Support Committee, so far, has been .- '-
262-816- 8
429 E. Liberty
successful in persuading Food Service to
serve Union lettuce and to stop buying table
grapes, and would like to expand this
boycott to include local markets.
But only through the building of a strong
organization that will be forceful in
pursuing its goals and can remain vigilant in
seeking its ends can it be effective. The two
main targets of the UFW boycott are GaDo
wine and all table grapes. rl. ". ; v
7: Students who are concerned about the
plight of farm workers and would like to
know why the conditions of malnutrition,'
disease, low wages and poor living
conditions still exist for migrant laborers
should come to Mateer Auditorium on
Wednesday at 8 p.m. (Also being shown
Monday the 16th at 9:00 p.m. in Babcock
and Tuesday the 17th at 9:00 pjm. in
"Douglas. ' ' v.
Monday thru Thursday 1 1 :00 a.m.-- l 1 :00 p.m.
Friday and Saturday 1 1 :00 a.m.-- l :00 a.m.
.
.
-
- ' ': . Wooster
ton Nd To Leave Your Car
0K.
I I
- t
Order Tuesday 9-10:- 30 and OATS
Will Deliver to Your Room .
- HOURS
Sunday - 1pm - 10:30pm
Monday - Thursday - 10:30-10:3- 0
Friday & Saturday - 10:30-- 1 am
-
".V.iitYi 1 1 It 1 1
Ph. 262-044- 4
Acv,vlree fee. "'I
Zip on down and open up a savings
account today. We have the way to make
sure youTI have money at the end of the
quarter. Remember free (no service charge)
traveler's checks if you show your college
id. ;u .,....
First (zJ Federal
Savings & Loan Association!
, of Woo$ter
1812 Cleveland Road
.2647812
iilliHHIMM'!,"
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CubanLsft Influence Rising In Caribbean
continued from page 8
military functions: guarding sea lanes,
monitoring Soviet ships and submarines,
commanding naval operations throughout
.' the South Atlantic, maintaining airlift
v capabilities to land troops fast in trouble
- spots and training officers from, all over
Latin America. ',' -
- With a long history of U.S. troop landings
" in" the Region (as recently as 1965 in
Dominican Republic) actual military
intervention cannot be ruled out. The three
major American Bases all sit in volatile
Caribbean Countries:
THE:
1 fit trw CoHmgm Hills SHOPX ';'; Shopping Cntarmom: 2nBo
Smithvillo Inn
! 109 West Main
Smithvllle
"Where Chicken Is King"
.' Guantanamo. Sitting in the heart of
socialist Cuba, Guantanamo is a monstrous
; base that covers 45 square miles and is
surrounded by 50,000 American mines - the
largest minefield in the world.
The U.S. Navy depends on Guantanamo
to monitor the Soviet surface ships,
submarines and fishing vessels that refuel
and reprovision at Cienfuegos, a nearby
port on Cuba's south coast.
A vast system of undersea microphones-cod- e
named SONUS-pic- ks up the sound
"signatures" of passing Soviet subs. " -
Roosevelt Roads, Puerto Rico. All U.S
COLD
Beer and Wine .
.'"'Champagne
m
Soft Drinks and Ice
D I NO'S
DRIVE THRU
Navy ships in the Caribbean and the
Atlantic east and south of the Caribbean are
commanded from Roosevelt Roads--th- e
: Pearl Harbor of the Atlantic- - and nearby
San Juan. From here the U.S. military
dominates vital sea lanes like those used by
oil tankers carrying Venezuelan oil to the
U.S.
Vieques Island, off Puerto Rico's east
coast, also provides the Navy and Marine
Corps with 26,000 acres of training facilities,
used largely to practice airborne and
amphibious beach assaults, and a huge
underground ammunition depot.
Carryout . '
PIZZA
All Made Here
The Panama Canal Zone. The zone
performs for the U.S. Army the same pivotal
role Puerto Rico plays for the Navy. From
the Canal Zone the U.S. Force Southern
Command (SOUTHCOM) carries out all
U.S. military and intelligence activities in
Latin America, including extensive training
of Latin American officers.
Despite the new treaty with Panama,
American forces aren't getting ready to
pack up and go home. The treaty
guarantees the U.S. military land needed to
"protect" the canal even after the zone 4s
given back to Panama.- -
YOUR ATTENTION PLEASE!
WE'RE MAKING MANY CHANGES AT
the . :;:;COMMERCIAL
DAN KIN & TRUST COMPANY
"
WITH YOU, OUR COLLEGE
CUSTOMERS, IN MINDI :
ONE CHANGE IS OUR NAME
' WE'RE NOW...
THE
CENTRALTRUST
COMPANY OF WAYNE COUNTY
All the good reasons you had for banking at Commercial,
are now at CENTRAL TRUST of Wayne
County.-.downto-
wn Wooster and College Hills Shopping
Center. Same fine people; same local service in a personal
and friendly manner.
Our state-wid- e Central Trust affiliation to practical use;
modernizing our main office; and installing the Day and
Night Electronic Bank Tellers are all ways of improving our
servic to You, on campus I
DAY and
141
NIGHT BANK
North Walnut St
and
Cleveland Rd.
at Portage '
.h
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Co 7 TVmniinnioinieir
Environmentalist and anti-nuk- e critic
Barry Commoner's latest . book, . "The
Poverty of Power", makes .a strong case for
converting our economic system td a
socialist one. To Commoner, it is a question
'
of whether the emphasis is to be on
practicality or profit. . ' v
"The point is --this," Commoner says, .
"profit is a motivation for determining the
character of production and the character
of products and the kinds of services we
have is faulty. It's the wrong criterion to use
for (determining how we're going to use our
wealth and resources. The answer is that
we not allow individuals to determine the
character of the means of production. What
we need is social governance of the means '
of production. And that is one-hal- f. the
definition of socialism."
ENERGY & HUMAN LABOR
' INT: The Carter Plan is not thinking in
terms of. surviving with the amount of
energy available, but constantly expanding
" the rate of production of energy. What is
there in this economic-system- , that causes
this? Why is more-a-nd more energy
necessary?
B.C.: What's happened in the US since"
WWII is that the productivity of energy, that
is the economic output per BTU in
manufacturing has dropped so that it takes
more energy to get the same unit of output.
The only reason why this has not been true .
of the economy as a whole until recently is
that simultaneously we were developing
more service activities which have high
productivity. In the service industry, the
same process is underway. Whereas you
used to have people running elevators, it is
now done by electrons, secretaries are--replac- ed
by word-processin- g equipment,
- etc. So the substitution of human labor by
r machines means energy that you need to"
run the machines: .- - -
CARTER'S PLAN
INT: To return to your statement that we
xannot leave it up - to individuals to
determine
.
how things should be done
because of profit, to what extent can Pres.
Carter direct which way things go by taxing? '
B.C j What he says the plan is about is to put
a wellhead tax on oil in order to cut down the"
use of oil. I don't think that's what it's about. ?given the inelasticity of the purchase of fuel
and historical experience, and the fact that
. even by their own figures, the saving would
be 2.7 percent of the increment of demand
between now and 1985. Ill make a flat
.
prediction: If the plan goes through, the first
thing that will be done with the tax money is
to subsidize GE for nuclear power. I think
--
." that is the purpose of the tax scheme.
. What Carter has imanimid is a form of
, state' capitalism, that is, the state to
accumulate capital by taxing the people and
' then directing it where the state thinks it
ought to go. .And one segment of the
existing industry that is in dire ecomonic
straights and must have an influx of capital is
nuclear power. The aim is to use taxation to
determine the character, of energy
production. -
- SOLAR --
Supposing the government were fo put
that money into a solar energy'.
'
- development. The investment of some
--
.
' billions in solar today would start the whole
:
" transition to solar energy. It would quickly
: ; develop an economically feasible industry; it
;.-
- would create jobs; it would begin to stabilize -
the price of energy.
J --.S- aunders Miller, in his economic analysis :
- of nuclear and coal power, discusses the'
impact of solar energy. He makes the point:
.'. the moment that photovoltaic cells become
: economically competitive is the death knell ,
of the utility industry. And the reason is that
' their rate of return is fixed, based on capital.
".'You know what happened in 1973-wh- en the
demand for power went down, the rates '.-we- nt
up, because they're allowed to charge
whatever rate will give them the rate of
., return - on capital. When photovoltaic
becomes competitive, the rate of utilizing
- the generator capacity falls, they raise the
price and more people will go photovoltaic
THE BREEDER & FASCISM. .
INT: You have written that the political
"consequences of nuclear technology will be
to provide an energy base for. fascism. . I
- would like you to expand on that. -- ',' V
B.C.: You can see it in the Carter Plan: Of
the new demand between now and 1985. 73
percent will be met by nuclear power and
coal, and most of that coal will go to
'. produce electricity. At the present time, 28
percent of the energy budget is electrical, by '
1985 something like 53 . percent wil be
electrical. In other words, the Carter Plan .
involves intensification of centralized power
" production. If it's to "continue, it has to
involve a breeded. If it involves a breeder, it
involves protection.
The best evidence on that is a report by
Professor Barton at Stanford Law School.
He was asked by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission to analyze what would be the .
impact on civil liberties of the necessity of
protecting plutonium .from , theft.'; He-describ- es
what would happen if there were a '
theft-disside- nts
. would be , arrested '
arbitrarily and questioned including the use '
of torture. He says that under such stringent --
circumstances, there would be no need to
go to the court to be given the right to do
these things. r These breeders would be
multi-billio- n dollar units which would be
owned by either the government or by the
very largest corporations.- - They would be '
under military control As Barton describes:
You don't have cops around these things;
you have, military units capable of pursuit..
It's a military situation. Well, if you have (he
bulk of the nation's energy system
dependent on units which are .under.,
somebody's military control, it provides a
.
very ready base for dictatorial control of the
entire society.-- ' :
It (the breeder) makes enormous changes
in the whole economic and political j
STOCKHOLDERS; OUR 1Q0 MILLION
PROGRAM IS EES1GNED TO
ELIMINATE ANY' VULNERABILITY
TO GROWING CRITICISMS OF '
REACTOR SAFETY STANDARDS. -
I . ...'..hi. r -- .11 ir.i i-- . , 1
S-MIL-
LION
TO INCREASE
THE HEAT
RESISTANCE
.
OF THE ;
REACTOR.
.
VESSEL ... -
Structure of the country. The thing I have
against the. , Carter Program is . that it ;
involves pushing-nuclear-powe- r, V which
would make no sense without a breeded,
and it involves introducing a breeder "
'
:-"-
-V':
JOBS '
.
'
INT: There is a claim that if we do not build
nuclear power" plants, there; will be an.
enormous loss of jobs.. " --- . "
B.C.: A ''study made ; by the Office of
Technology ' Assessment of . the job
capability in solar vs. coal-fired-an- d coal-fire- d
is certainly more labor intensive then
nuclear-an-d the ratio is something like 3 to 1
.
in favor of solar. And that's simply jobs for
producing - energy. But - much .- - more ,
important is the impact of decentralization :
m
R IT PROVIDES FOR 3 MILLION 1
TO R2WF0RCB THE C00LINS -
SYSTEM PIPE MECHANISM ...j
AND n MILLION IS
PUBLIC RELATIONS
ADVERTISING y
.on jobs. : . ".-- -: , ;'
.
: Solar has to be done on a local basis! Take f
solar collectors in an area where there are
tile roofs that are slanted in a certain way. It
will take a certain type of expertise to do,
'them. In another area, it will be different.
"What that means is that it is going to have to :.
require local industry, which means smaIFr;-scal- e
contractors and so on, and it's bound
to be labor intensive. Not simply because of - ,
the mechanics of making the things, but also .
because of the need for local installation, 4
maintenance and so on." - ., ;
y The otHer thing is that the moment you've
got a source of energy which is efficient on a i " --
small scale, you enhance the economic ... .
strength of small scale operations which are - v
always going to be more labor intensive than
large scale ones. So I don't think there's any
doubt, that solar is moreJamenable tcj a .,
sensible labor intensive construct. v -- . . '
StudentsjUrged'ip rSupporiiDXIFM
- continued from page 3
:rr '.
.
this purdah society, women ore rarefy -.-
-
seen on the street? or in the market. Their
pubHc presence was a sign of dire need.""--- .
These- - reports will be posted on the
'boards in back of Lowry. While we may take
education for granted, these people are just
beginning to learn about a whole new world.
Another project we have , supported is
concerned with building mechanized fishing :
boats in Tanzania. From living in an African ,
fishing village last summer, I know the need
for this project. . "
The exciting part of the project is not only
that a gap between traditional and modern .
technology has been filled, but that it has
been filled by Tanzanian initiative' with
" others ready to help. . " : ;
These are only two of the projects we are
helping with. Our efforts ARE making a
difference!
FACTS: Soup and Bread Night is every
: Tuesday night at Kittredge Dining Hall from --
4:45 to 6:30. AH the soup vou want is
.'available in two varieties-meat-b- ase and
vegetarian. Fresh bread, crackers, and the
normal beverages are provided. - -
A rebate of 50 per person is given us, --
with Food Service maintaining its regular --
" work force.--- - ' ' - y' - :
Most special to us is the community that '
gathers for. a ' simple meal : and : good
conversation, knowing that together we can'
make a difference.. If you missed the first
week, you have one final chance to join us,
January 17. - -
.
'
--- ,. ',.'
..--
r-
Perhaps as you see people signing up
each quarter, you feel uncomfortable. That
is not our purpose. We believe what we are
doing .is good; it fun and we want to :
include you in it. . -
Also, it is a finite opportunity: when you
leave Wooster, will you be with people who
would eat. soup and bread and give the
money saved to a good cause? Having done
it once does not solve the probfems-w-e
must do-s- ll we can. .' ' " ;
i We want to find but your objections,
suggestions," or reasons' for not
participating. Please write your response to '
the VOICE andor to box 2884. We will not
stop dreaming about a campus-wid- e Soup
and Bread program, even one including
professor's families. Look around yourself,
see where and who
.
you are... and try '
.
- Lt. S.W. Senek, cornrnander --of the
Highway Patrors Wooster Post,'
announced the opening of recruitment for
Patrol Academy classes to be conducted
during 1978. He asked all young men and
women interested in pursuiting a career as a
Trooper to contact their nearest partol post
for further information. :
' The position of Ohio State Highway
Patrol Trooper offers applicants the chance
of a chaHengnr' career," Lt. Senek said-Troope- rs
are frequently called upon to
take charge of various, often emergerxy
situations. For ; this reason they are
thoroughly trained to handle people and
situations- - calmly, -- efficiently, rand.
diplomaticaDy.' - - -- -
.
:
.
.
.
'
Applicants for the position of Trooper
must meet the following qualifications: 21-3- 0 '
years of age; a minimum height of 58"(measured in stocking feet) : with body
weight proportional to height; have a vaGd '"
driver's Bcense; must have graduated from
high scnooTor be able to show satisfactory
completion of the GD. or equivalent.Starting salary for Troopers is $1 1,544 per
year with maximum potential, through'
yearly - increases, of ' $14,040 annuaSy.,
Benefits rtcktde paid hqdays, vacation, and
sick leave; a comprehensive retirement and
pension plan; group mecScai, surgical, and
tie insurance programs.
.
something new. X ' "r v
- Contacts are Lucille - Teichert, Laurie
Danes, Marty Ross, Julie Wilson, Anni
Burke, the members of Dunn House", and.
numerous others. ;::-- - " . ''-- ,
A SPECIAL THANKS SHOULD BE
GIVEN TO FOOD SERVICE. THEY
HAVE BEEN VERY HELPFUL
'-
-
AND
SUPPORTIVE.' : - -
The Wooster Post is looted at US 250 1
mOe Southeast of Wooster. CaQ Lt. :
Senek at ' 216-264-C5- 75 - for- - fijrther
information. As . an equal opportunity
employer any qualified resident of Ohio may
apply. , . . . '.V. .
Now 10-- 2, 3-- 0, Atop North
Only His hairdresser knows for sure - overzealous student Prince read just
George Zambie's neck. Photo by Photography Editor Mark Snyder.
While most people were relaxing over
Christmas break, the basketball team was
. --
1 1 t 4 4.1 1 I :1 I
Tha Crnte hoffiin 1Q7R on tho riaht fmt hu
defeating Heidelberg and Ohio Northern in
conference games. Those . victories put
Wooster at the top of the Northern Division
and aave them a season record of 9-- 2. '7
.
; The future may have looked less
promising at the beginning of the season
than it does now. The Scots began on a ..
dismal note, losing to orove- - ity, m-w- .
"We were not even minimally ready, said
Owh Al Van Wie. . ,
Trio of Wins
The next three games were real morale
boosters.. The. scoreboard went, wild as
Wooster thumped Hiram 108-4- 8. With their
confidence partially restored, the Scots
found themselves pitted against Akron, who i.
had recently : given a good battle to ,
nationally-ranke- d Division I " Cincinnati.
Wooster won that game ' by seven in -
overtime. On Dec. 6 Wooster beat Dyke in
what Van Wie later called "a sloppy game."
Wooster hit the road for the next three
games. In Philadelphia, Wayne Allison led
. 1 f - --a C-- i.1 TL- -ine OCOis 10 viciuiy over owai uuihjic iiw
burly post-ma- n broke loose in that game,
scoring 25 points and snaring 12 rebounds.
The Scots travelled to Pittsburgh the next
dav. where they were edged by four points
by Carnegie Mellon, in a dungeon-lik- e gym.
The. victory" over Denison on Dec. 17
initiated Wooster's current winning streak. :
Allison went on a rampage again, scoring 24
points in that game. v
; performance of the year.
Wooster jumped out ear!y and held onto
: the lead, which was 17 at half-tim- e. At the
game's end, Wooster had overpowered
Wittenberg 89-9- 4. 6-- 2 wing Fred Balser took
the MVP trophy after scoring 23 points in
the ; game. Wayne Allison made the
tournament team and 6-- 1 point man Sam
Dixon was named best defensive player.
One of the most difficult games of the
year, according to Van Wie, is the first one
in front of a full home crowd. As OAC
competition began Jan.. 4 against.
Heidelberg, the Scots seemed a little shaky.
Van Wie called the game "a horror show,"
but Wooster stayed in control most of the
time. The Scots held a lead throughout most
of the game, but Heidelberg tied twice and
threatened to break the game open. The
explosion never occured and Wooster won
the game 81-7- 1.
Bears Bounced
The Scots regained their composure and
played a solid, steady game against Ohio.
Northern last Saturday. The game was, in
short, a contest between Allison and Brad
Longberry, two of the best centers in the
OAC. Allison triumphed with 24 points, and
so die th? Scots. 80-6- 5.
' Wooster's next game was against Kenyon
on Wednesday. With the loss of Tim
Appleton, their all-Americ- an from last year,
Kenyon should be less of a threat. Kenyon's
Scot Rogers, the third leading scorer in the ,
OAC, is "an excellent big man," according
to Van Wie. Dan Martin, their center, is
another strong player. TheScots won that,
on 93-8- 1 --
'
,.;
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StreaMimg Scots Goimg Oei Tiger Safari
'-
- by David Johns
- The basketball tradition is alive and well at
Wooster as the Cagers approach mid-- ,
season with memories of last year and bright
optimism for this year. Last year's Ohio
Conference Northern"" Division winners
could well become this year's OAC champs.
hi V N
-- - After a week-lon- g Christmas break, the
Cagers returned home to host the Wooster
(Mose Hole) Classic. After defeating
Wheaton easily , in the first game (97-75- ),
.Wooster had to face NCAA defending
champions Wittenberg. Before 3.2000 fans
the Scots exploded in their most dynamic
After losing to Wooster in the Mose Hole
Classic, Wittenberg has been anxious
avenge the Scots. Tomorrow the two teams
will meet for the second time this season and
the results should be interesting. With OAC
season now in full swing, both teams will be
competing more intensely then before.
"Last time we hurt them on the boards,"
said Coach Van wie. "Our men dominated
their men." -- '.
; Van Wie will probably use the same
formulas and patterns that have been
successful all year. "We may add a little, but
we'll try to perfect what we've been doing for
two-and-a-ha- lf months," he said. "And well
probably try to run the ball more."
. Both teams will pay man-to-ma- n
defenses. Fred Balser will cover Robin
Gregory, a 6-- 3 wing, and an excellent
shooter, Sam Dixon will take Brian Alger
and Dick Altman (6-5-) is matched with
Tyrone Curtis. Allison and Kelvin
Kostohryz (6-5-) are assigned to the inside
men. .
' '-
-
Balanced Team
This ' year's team is loaded with
experience and talent. Wayne Allison
(senior, post), the most consistent player,
leads the team in scoring with 17 points per
game and in rebounding. "We've had a lot of
players improve," said Van Wie, "but I don't
think I've ever seen anyone' improve as
much as he has."
--
' At the point position, Sam Dixon (junior)
contributes greatly with his speed,
ballhandling, and shooting abilities. Dixon is
the "quarterback," who sets up the offense,
leads fast breaks, and gets the ball to an
open man.
Fred Balser (junior, small wing) was
sidelined with mononucleosis, until mid-Decembe- r,
but fortunately he is able to start
every game now. Van Wie called him one of
the most exciting players in the OAC. "He
has a lot of instinctive talent-thing- s nobody
has taught him."
The "unsung hero" of the team according
to Van Wie, is Dick Altman (6-5-, junior,
post). "He does an excellent job in setting
picks, is excellent at rebounding, and good
at defense. He does the important things not
noticed by the fans."
The best jumper on the squad is Kelvin
Kostohryz (senior, post). He is sharp on
defense and has been scoring a lot recently.
"Right now he is putting his whole game
together and doing well," said Van Wie.
"Zw
George Zambie (6-3- , junior, wing) the-sixt- h
man is an important as a starter,
according to the coach. "It takes a special
termperament to come off the bench, read
the game situation, and be mentally
prepared," Van Wie observed.
Another important sub is Randy Backus,
a valuable relief man for Dixon and Balser.
.
"He is a fine shooter and good ballhandler,"
said Van Wie. "He's developing into an
excellent defensive player." .
With these and other fine performers
such as Dave Frye, the Scots hope to repeat
last season's Northern title, and maybe take
it a step, or two, further.
-
Senior captain Wayne Allison has paced Scots in scoring and rebounding
This week's Scot Sport Schedule:
Basketball (10-2,3-- 0) vs. Wittenberg, Sat., Jan. 14, away and Mount Un,., Wed., Jan. 18
awav.
Wrestling (1-0- ) vs. Mount Union, Marietta and Behrend, 5ta., Jan. 14, away.
Swimming (OAC Relays winners) vs. Cleveland State, Sat., Jan. 14, away and Hiram, Wed.
Jan. 18. awav. ' . ' .
L Women's basketball (still need a writer) opens with Capital, Mon.. Jan. 16, away.
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Seek National Top Ten
Scots
by Dave Koppcnhaver '
Added team depth and considerable
experience gained in his initial coaching
season are the elements Scot swim coach
.
Bryan Bateman hopes will lead his team to
- national prominence this season.
Scot eyes are already looking to the
national meet in GrinneD, Iowa in March.
1 don't expect to take a large team to the
nationals," Bateman said, "but it will be a
quafity team, hopefully capable of a top 10
finish..! think that was a realistic goal last
season but we were a little awed by the
competition and psyched ourselves out.
"We've set our sights early this year and
we're going to be talking it up a lot during the
season."
The team served early notice Saturday
that they will be a force to be reckoned with.
Facing a Kenyon-les- s conference for the
second consecutive year Wooster recorded
its second straight Ohio Conference Relays
win. Kenyon, the conference champion for
the past 24 consecutive years, was training
in Florida.
The Scots captured seven out possible
12 firsts, a trio of seconds, one third, and
were disqualified in one event. They set
three Relay records, and hald a safe 24-poi- nt
lead over runner-u- p Oberlin's 112. .
The 500 crescendo relay (50-100-15- 0.
200) o7 freshman Jim Lewis and AO-Americ- an
Eric Johnson, Stan McDonald
and Mark Pruiss smashed the old record of
4:32 with a 455.9.
- The 1500 relay of Johnson and freshmen
Rich Andrew and Jeff Strater set a new
mark of 15:36.6, eclipsing the previous
standard, also set by Wooster, of 15:45.
And the 300 butterfly team of McDonald,
Johnson and Pruiss swam a record-settin- g
2:50.67. ...
. , .
'The remaining Scot winners: ' .
Senior co-capta-in John '. Hadden and '
sophomore Adam Grossberg, who also
placed second in the three-mete- r, snared
.
first on the one-met- er board.
The 800 free relay foursome (sophomores .
Dean Johnson and Paul Lugg, freshmen
.
" Andrew and Strater) swam a 7:42.8. -- :
Pruiss, McDonald and freshmen Lewis --
and Dave Unsworth clocked a 3:25.7 in the
400 freestyle relay. ".
.--
Z' '''(.
And the 400 medley relay swam a 3:55.5.
Those swimmers were All-Americ- an John
. .Wilson and Dean Johnson and freshmen
Unsworth and Ray de la Pena.
"There were no real surprises in the
meet," Bateman said. "It did serve to show
. how much depth we really have. There's no
way we could have finished in the top three
of every relay last year. Not one of our guys .
swam more than three events and we shU
took only one third."
Bateman must now prepare his charges
for a demanding dual meet season. Division
I Cleveland State must be faced tomorrow
Rene&t As Lords . of OAC Eefevs
at their pool, and nationally-ranke-d Kenyon
and Grove City must also be dealth with.
There are but four home meets in the
,
scheduled 12. '
.
-
"It's good experience to swim in other
pools," Bateman said.
.
r - -- , ,
Its just another Jest on the way to national
prominence.
"WeU be a little more organised this
By Jim WHkins
The College of Wooster wrestling team
started the 1978 season on a winning note
by defeating OberKn College 28-1- 2 Saturday
afternoon in Timken Gymnasium -
The Scots' margin of victory came as a
result of four forfeits by OberEn. Neither
team fielded wrestlers in the unlimited
weight class.
. ; . . -
"Realistically, we won only two out of six
matches," Scot coach PhO Shipe said. "It :
wa&rOnly because of those forfeits that we
were able to. win the match."
Picking up victories for the Scots were
freshman Rick Siegel of Mansfield in the 126-poun- d
class who outpointed Oberlin's Dan
Bernhardt 8--0, and senior Dean Walker of
Greenville, Pa. at 167 who registered a third
period pin ofTim Middaugh.
The guys need a lot more work, " Shipe
0s
: year," said Bateman of his own plans. "We
are definitely going to do more dry-lan- d(weights) work. We're going to a three-a-- :
week schedule. ; ,.. '
"My approach to yardage and quality
work is basically the same with one
r exception. The sprinters are going to cut
their yardage a little and focus more on
quality and weight work. We have to
Forfeits Pace G irappl
noted, "especially , on ' takedowns. We'
managed only, one takedown while Oberlin
had six. The whole thing boils down to
takedowns and we need improvement.": .,
:One factor working against the Scots this
year will be lack of experience. They have
only five" lettermen, led by senior co-captai- ns
Rob Seitz of Avon Lake at 134pounds and Kevin Walton of
Fredericksburg at 158 pounds. Both are
three-yea- r lettermen as is Dean Walker at
167. - .- I-.
.
- '
..';". ' "
Juniors Joe Rapport of Marquette, Mich. ;
at 177 and Kipp Grubaugh of Woodville at
190 pounds are both two-yea- r lettermen."
Seitz and Rapport were Great Lakes
College Association champs m 1977 and
figure to be tough again in 78.
.
r v
Sophomore Brion King will wrestle at .150
increase their power." V
, ? J
Sights are set high, very high. But seem --justified ' with 15 lettermen, five AH-America- ns,
a strong crop of freshmen and ' ;
their second consecutive Relays ;
championship, ' J -
.
' :-
-f .".
--
J
But as Bateman said, "Nationals are still a "'
long way away." ;r't ,- -' "
. :'
ers'
Senior Dean Walker's 3rd period scissors hold led to painful pin. Photo by Tom ShriSa.
i -- J
WIS
pounds white the Scots will rely on freshman
Bill Simon of Pittsburg, Pa. in the 118 pound
weight class and freshman Mark Stansbery
at 134 pounds. : :;;r :,
: '. "Tournaments are more important man
dual meets," Shipe said. "We put a lot of :
emphasis on the - Ohio : ; Conference
tournament. The competition will get much';
tougher and we'd better get tougher too."
v. WOOSTER 28 OBERLIN 12
18-Bi- H Simon (W) by forfeit: 126-Ric-k Siegel
(W) dec. Dan Bernhardt (0) 8-- 0; 134 Mark
Stansbery (W) by forfeit; 142 Brian Nagata
(0) dec. Rob Seitz (W) 3--2; 150-Sa- m Grifo (0)
dec, Brion King (W) 4--2; 158-Ji-m Fredrich
(0) dec Kevin Walton (W) 4--0; 167-Dea- n
Walker (W) pinned Tim Middaugh (0); 177- - ;
Doug Greenleaf (W) by forfeit; 190-Larr- y ;
Jacobs (0) dec Kipp Grubaugh (W) 5-- 3
n ins b i: &
Wooster Basketball Notes
Although Ohio Conference basketball
- league play is but one week and two games
old. The College of Wooster Scots,
defending OAC Northern Division
champions, have already set the pace for
the 1977-7- 8 playoff race.
Coming off wins over . Heidelberg and
Ohio Northern, Wooster, 9--2 overall and 2-- 0
' in the OAC, has already grabbed a one--
game lead atop the Northern Division.
The Scots also -- carry a five-gam- e win
streak into a Wednesday night home game
with North Division rival Kenyon before
traveling to Springfield " Saturday for a
rematch with .Wittenberg, the defending
- NCAA Division III national . champions. -
; Wooster grabbed its fifth consecutive win --
last Saturday in the first of many "must
games" with an 80-6- 5 nod over Ohio '
Northern, one of the Scots'' chief North
Division nemeses. -:-- r"
Leading by only three points at halftime,
- the Scots hit a sizzling 69 percent (20 of 29) ;
from the field in the second period to do the :
Polar bears in. Pacing the victory were
center Wayne Allison, who canned 10 of 13
fielders and finished with 24 points and
seven rebounds, along with reserve guard
Randy Backus (Springfield), who left the
bench to connect on seven of eight field
attempts for 14 points. ' :
This Saturday's game at Wittenberg (7-- 3,
1-- 1) is a replay of the Wooster Classic,
championship match Dec. 29, won 89-8- 4 by .
the Scots. . ... , ;
